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From The Clergy

Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard

A member of my extended family said 
this to me in the spring of 2016. His 
puzzlement resulted from my voicing 
support for a candidate who was 
perceived as not being as supportive 
of Israel as the other candidate.

I’ve encountered this type of thinking before from family, 
congregants, and relative strangers. The line of reasoning 
is this: as a practicing Jew (Jewish nerd) and, even worse, 
a rabbi (super Jewish nerd), I will of course prioritize Israel 
when it comes to politics. I understand this thinking, and yet 
it is still odd. I don’t live in Israel (something I am reminded 
of by those on the right whenever I say anything less than 
glowing about Israel), I am not a citizen of the state of Israel, 
I can’t vote there, and, as a rabbi, I risk being detained if I 
officiate at a non-Orthodox wedding.

None of these realities affects my feelings for Israel, the land, 
and the people. Laurie and I have spent a lot of time there, 
as have our boys, and we love it. Both in my personal growth 
and in my understanding of Jewish history, it is difficult for 
me to justly articulate the importance of Israel. Nor does it 
even affect my advocacy for the American/Israel relationship 
as evidenced by my long support for AIPAC.

However, while Israel is the historical homeland of Jews, 
it is not my homeland. My homeland is America. And I am 
proud to be an American. When my father’s family left 
Russia at the beginning of the 20th century, this country 
opened its doors to them. When my mother’s family fled 
the Nazis, they eventually came here, and this country 
embraced them. The feelings of gratitude run deep.

In addition, I am also proud of what this country strives to be. 
We are, as Abraham Lincoln said, a nation formed by a covenant, 
by dedication to a set of principles, and by an exchange of 
promises, such that we seek to uphold and advance these 
principles among ourselves and throughout the world.

Even the way I practice Judaism is deeply influenced 
by America. Our country’s focus on liberty and equality 
has permeated so much of who we are as Jews and has 
revolutionized how we see ourselves and how we look upon 
others. Hence, I am an American Jew because America 
has informed and challenged how I see myself as a Jew, 
and I am Jewish American because my Judaism guides and 
informs my understanding of what it is to be an American.

So to that family member, and anyone else who would 
question my prioritizing another country over America, who 
would think that with all the challenges we face here that I 
would base my politics on what is best for another country, I 
simply tilt my head and say to myself (and now to all of you), 
“What are you thinking?”

“You mean you're not voting for ….?

///Operation Backpack Event Update
Adat Ari El Veterans Committee

With your support, Operation Backpack continues to grow—and our goal is to provide even more backpacks filled with school 
supplies to children of local veterans in Summer of 2020.  The results of this program, including our recent fund-raising booth at 
Mitzvah Day 2019, have been outstanding and inspirational.

With Operation Backpack we have the opportunity to connect with U.S. veterans who have sacrificed for our country—and, very 
importantly, contribute to educational values for this community.  During our visit to the East L.A. Veterans Center in July 2019, 
our Committee Member Jan Chernoff gave a very informative and eloquent speech to the parents and children attending this 
event.   See how you can be involved in Operation Backpack by contacting Ellen Switkes (theellenloop@hotmail.com).

Our country’s focus on liberty 
and equality has permeated so 
much of who we are as  
Jews and has revolutionized 
how we see ourselves and how 
we look upon others.
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From The President

David L. Burg

Jews often have a complex 
relationship with non-
Jews.  This, of course, is 
nothing new.  Among other 
complexities, Judaism is not 
a proselytizing religion—and 
Jews historically have been 

circumspect about expanding the Jewish family.  
Ironically, however, I think most Jews believe  
the world would be a better place if more  
people practiced Judaism.

So how should we interact with our non-Jewish 
friends?  What standards and values should govern 
our interfaith policies?

Adat Ari El faces these questions continually.  
They manifest, for example, in policies governing 
the marriages our clergy may perform, the boys 
and girls we train to become B’nai Mitzvah, and the 
children we enroll in our schools.

The Conservative Movement has promulgated 
standards governing some of these policies—to 
which Adat Ari El adheres.  These standards are 
meaningful and important.   But it is also important 
to avoid alienating those who want to become (or 
remain) part of our community, and to see our 
role not solely as standard bearers but also as 
spreaders of Judaism and Jewish values.

Thankfully, as Adat Ari El continues to flourish 
and grow, we are well-positioned to explore these 
issues.  We want to ensure that the Synagogue’s 
interfaith policies effectively meet the needs of 
our community while fulfilling our Jewish mission.  
To this end, our First Vice President, Lena Labowe, 
is chairing a committee that will consider these 
questions in a forthright and inclusive manner.  As 
this process unfolds, we look forward to sharing 
our thoughts and reflections with you—and 
getting your invaluable input.  This is an important 
conversation, and I’m confident we will handle it 
sensitively and appropriately.

Thank you for your continued support of Adat 
Ari El.  We strive to prosper as a Conservative 
synagogue committed to inculcating Jewish values 
within a world woefully in need of them.

Picture this: three couples, whose seven collective children were 
now officially “launched,” enjoying a lively and joyous Shabbat dinner. 
At a certain point between a delicious homemade challah and a 
scrumptious dessert, we looked at each other and thought, “You 
know, this is the most wonderful Shabbos we’ve had since our kids 
went off to school!” We had not realized how much we missed the 
robust, joyful Shabbat celebrations of our typical Friday nights once 
our kids left home.  

That night, as our three abbreviated families gathered for a lovely 
Shabbat without our children, it occurred to us that we were on 
to something.  Yes, we missed our children, but it turned out we 
missed community too.  And right there, Adat Shabbat Empty Nester 
Dinners (ASEND) was born.  If we were hungry for the gathering of 
our people around the Shabbat table, so were others.  So with four 
successful dinners under our belts, we want to officially announce 
here in the Adat Ari El Bulletin what we are about, so if you’re in our 
demographic, we want to make sure you know about us. 

Here’s how it works: if you are an Adat member or Adat-Curious 
individual with children recently out of the house, we welcome you to 
gather in groups of eight to twelve at the homes of member hosts.  In 
advance of that Shabbat, your host will welcome you to their home 
and suggest some dairy/pareve dish to bring to their communal 
table.  At their home, you will meet or reacquaint yourself with folks 
you knew from ECC drop-off, Purim carnivals, and the B’nai Mitzvah 
caravan, circa 2000-something.  You will meet people whose faces 
you remember and people you’ve never seen before.  You will break 
challah with people who will regale you with stories of their recent trip 
to Cuba and to their favorite Farmers Market.  And you will remember 
why you joined our community all those years ago.  We’re nice!

If you are interested in the most satisfying, low-stress gathering of 
the Tribe you’ve known in a while, please let us know.  We’ll walk you 
through it all and bet you’ll wonder why you didn’t do this before.

Some recent Yelp reviews of the ASEND, that may or may not
be completely true:

• “I remembered how fun it was to be among my own peers.”
• “I couldn’t believe that there were other 20+ year members of 

Adat that I never met before!”
• “I wasn’t expecting to learn so much about people I thought I 

knew.”
• “Did not realize how hungry I was for challah dipped in hummus!”
• “It was so fun seeing people on Rosh Hashanah that I met 

through ASEND!”
• “Kids?  What kids?”

If you’re interested in learning more, please find us on Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/335231633911026/) or write to 
Laurie Jaffe Bernhard at ljbernhard@gmail.com.  

ASEND is on the Rise
Laurie Bernhard & Gwen Sabo
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Lifecycle Announcements
B’nai Mitzvah

12.21.19
Eliana Zebrack
Gabriel Zebrack
Daughter & Son of Teri & Allen Zebrack

1.11.20
Ruby Berkowitz
Daughter of Amanda & Jonathan Berkowitz

1.18.20
Rachel Nave
Daughter of Ilana Smith & Jeremy Nave

2.1.20
Alina Laaly
Cameron Laaly
Daughter & Son of Beatrice Laaly-Steiner & 
Behzad Laaly

2.8.20
Katherine Klapach
Daughter of Avital & Joseph Klapach

Births
Jonah Alexander Yarkin
Mazal Tov to parents Rabbi Jessica and Brent Yarkin; 
grandparents Mark and Terri Yarkin, and Hayden 
Kendler; great-grandparents Otto Jagoda and Evelyn 
Rose

Miles Li Van Gelder
Mazal Tov to parents Christine Li and Matt Van 
Gelder; grandparents Penina and Edward Van 
Gelder, and Carol and Ambrose Li

Andrew Ivo Devenica
Mazal Tov to parents Rachel Torres and Samo 
Devenica; big sister Lucija Devenica; grandparents 
Anita Brenner and Leonard Torres, and Ana and 
Borut Devenica

Sophie Bree Maloney
Mazal Tov to parents Julie and Patrick Maloney; big 
sister Layla; grandparents Bill and Rhoda Shapiro and 
Michael and Pamela Maloney

2.15.20
Abby Lieberman
Daughter of Elaine & Dana Lieberman

1.25.20
Bianca Lesin
Daughter of Coralia & Ethan Lesin

Minchah

Condolences
Joyce Kanner Laufer
Sister of Trana Labowe; aunt of Mark (Lena) Labowe and 
family, Ken (Chantelle) Labowe and family, Rick Labowe and 
family, and Sara Labowe and family

Warren Steinhauser
Father of Susan (Daniel Greenberg) Steinhauser, Steven 
(Branwen) Steinhauser, and Debra (Ted) Thompson; 
grandfather of Loren and Rachel Thompson

Sylvia Weishaus
Mother of Kent (Amy Fogerson) Weishaus and Marc 
(Evelina) Weishaus; grandmother of James Jacob Weishaus

Steven L. Newman
Husband of Nadia Newman; son of Gloria Newman; step-
father of Anna (Jakub Felcman) Kopecka; brother of Sheryl 
Butler and Dale (Carol) Newman; uncle of Seth Butler, Matt 
Butler, and Alan Newman

Beulah Franco
Sister of Sue Woznica

Jack Jay Green
Husband of Gilda Green; father of David Green, Bruce Michael 
(Mercedes) Green, Joyce Green (Chris Petrus) and Barbara
Green (Michelle Boyaner); grandfather of Noah Gabriel, Jonah, 
Ventura, Adrian Aviv, Toby Drew, and Diego Ilan 

///continued on next page 
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Adat Ari El has been an extended family for me 
and I would like to express my appreciation for the 
many donations to Sisterhood in honor of the safe 
arrival of my great-granddaughter Hazel Madeleine 
Milgrom.

Feeling Very Blessed,
Beverly Barak

We wish to thank everyone for the beautiful cards, 
contributions, kind words, and blessings you so 
lovingly sent us to celebrate the birth of Jonah 
Alexander Yarkin.

Special thanks to Patrick Miller, Andres Kosher 
Catering, and the Rabbinic Department for ensuring 
that the Bris was as “painless” as possible! 

We are beyond grateful for our Adat Ari El family,
Brent, Jessica, and Jonah Yarkin

I want to express my gratitude for the support my 
family and I received from Adat Ari El community as 
well as clergy at the time of passing of my husband, 
Steven Newman. All who came to shivah minyanim, 
sent cards, brought meals and made donations 
in Steve’s memory gave me great comfort in this 
difficult time. You are truly family to me!

Nadia Newman

Thanks... 

///condolences continued

Selma Gellis
Mother of Bruce (Boni) Gellis and Caren Elkan (Dave 
Spencer); grandmother of Asher Gellis, Dan (Kate) Elkan, 
Brandon Gellis (Mark Clementz), and Allison (Nathaniel) 
Rodriguez; great-grandmother of Salma Rodriguez and 
Olivia Clementz-Gellis

Gertrude Alexander
Mother of Rabbi Leslie Alexander; mother-in-law of Dr. 
Ken Aitchison; grandmother of Shira Aitchison (Justin Hellman) 
and Aliza Aitchison; great-grandmother of Romi Hellman.
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Was your child born between 
July 2009 and June 2010?

We are welcoming the children 
whose names are listed below 
into our B’nai Mitzvah program 
and beginning this exciting 
process! 

Eytan Assuied
Jonathan Barazani
Jacob Barber
Eli Bergman
Noah Berkowitz
Ryan Borenstein
Rafaeli Braitanbaum
Meadow Brown
Asher Cohen
Sedgewick Dupart
Kayla Ellsweig
Dylan Frank
Zachary Franklin
Jackson Gittelson
Zeke Goldberg
Alexis Gonchar
Mikka Gonchar
Maayan Grinberg
Brooklyn Jaffe
Aytan Kabaker

Daniel Klapach
Ora Klausner
Rose Klausner
Maya Kohn
Ryan Kviatkovsky
Dylan Marks
Jonathan Meiri
Sasha Mendelson
Chloe Metrose
Jonathan Mor
Micah Newman
Stella Pankowski
Ella Partnow
Erin Ruback
Zoe Schultz
Ethan Schwartz
Jonah Slome
Donovan Smith
Liam Sternberg
Katriella Weeks

If your child was born during this period, and his or 
her name is NOT on this list, please contact Cantor 
Judy Dubin Aranoff at cantorjda@adatariel.org and 
let her know.
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From the ECC 

Ori Zadok
Director

Sustainability with our Youngest Learners

ARI EL ROSE ENGEL EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER

By now, many of you are probably aware that there are 
six chickens in the ECC garden. Did you know they have 
been joined by two bunnies in our bunny hutch? The coop 
and hutch were generously donated by the Men of Adat. 
The Men of Adat have also aided with a lot of heavy lifting 
projects in our growing garden. The care for chickens is 
being guided by our green leader, Devorah Brous. I am 
grateful for this community effort to provide our children of 
Adat Ari El with these valuable nature experiences.

Several years ago, Richard Louv wrote a wonderful book 
titled, Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from 
Nature-Deficit Disorder. Louv’s thesis is on how the lack 
of outdoor, nature, dirt-filled play is affecting our children 
in negative ways. We are biological creatures just like all 
the other living things on this earth; yet many of us live 
in complete ignorance of our natural world. It is not our 
fault.  As urban dwellers, our means of survival do not 
require us to know what vegetables to plant or how to 
plant them or what to do in case of a serious spider bite. 
Instead, we peruse the aisles of the supermarket, and we 
consult the Internet for most of our inquiries. Louv argues 
that an essential experience for kids is to play in the soil 
and interact with nature on a personal level. This helps 
to cultivate not only more happiness, but an all-around 
healthier child as well.

Louv’s latest book, Our Wild Calling: How Connecting with 
Animals Can Transform our Lives—and Save Theirs, 
released on November 2, 2019, focuses on the 
important relationship between humans and earth’s other 
living friends. Humans’ relationship with the land and 
animals has never been so strained. However, our 
existence relies on these symbiotic relationships. To 
repair these relationships, we must provide our children 
opportunities to learn from animals. 

As an example, studies suggest that small children who 
might normally be predisposed to allergies but live with 
an animal from birth tend to have far fewer allergies and 
sometimes none at all. Children who more often play in 
dirt, ponds, and around livestock have been shown to 
support a healthier gut chemistry that essential good 
bacteria thrive in. Also, a child who plants vegetables is 
more likely to eat vegetables.

Education reformer and philosopher John Dewey believed 
“Education is not preparation for life; education is life 
itself.” To that end, everyday interactions and experiences 
are the lessons. When we talk about having a sustainable 
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earth for our children, our children need to be creating that 
earth alongside adults, so that sustainability becomes their 
way of life.  That is why we have chickens, bunnies, snakes, 
and lizards in our classrooms. That is why we must go into the 
garden with children, plant with them, weed with them, and 
care for the garden as a whole with them.

///ECC Students meet 
the chickens
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“I found a fruitful world because my ancestors 
planted for me; likewise, I plant for my children.” —
Talmud, Taanit 23A

I encourage you to think back to a time when you were able 
to achieve something due to the support of someone you 
didn’t know personally. For me, I have been lucky enough to 
participate in graduate and post-graduate fellowship programs 
funded by community members who care deeply about Jewish 
education. Because of these people, many of whom are 
anonymous donors, I have been able to learn from the best in 
the field to make sure that I am current in cutting-edge Jewish 
and educational thought. I think about how grateful I am to 
those supporters on a daily basis.

This is the way our Jewish community works: people give 
what they can to invest in our Jewish future. That might 
mean buying items at a fundraiser, making small donations 
when possible, and also making meaningful financial 
commitments to organizations that are close to your hearts. 
It’s a way of expressing gratitude and is a point of pride; when 
you see an organization thriving, you know that part 
of that success is attributed to you. That organization is better 
because you helped. 

This year, as we launch our Day School Annual Fund, we are 
doing so through a lens of gratitude. We are encouraging 
students, teachers, parents, board members, and community 
members to think about all of the reasons they are grateful to 
Adat Ari El and to the Day School, and to make a gift that is 
meaningful to them as a way of expressing that gratitude. By 
the Thanksgiving holiday, we hope to see 100% participation 
from our parents, board, and faculty; it’s another way of 
knowing that we have the community behind us as we set out 
on this holy work of Jewish education. 

If you would like to join us in an expression of gratitude, 
whether your children are now students in the school, your 
children have once been students in the school, or you know 
someone whose life has been made better because of the 
school, I encourage you to join me in giving by visiting:

www.aaeds.org/give

With gratitude,

Shara Peters

Shara Peters
Head of School 

From the Day School 
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In Focus Feature

Julee Snitzer Levine
Director

From the JLC
Midyear Update & Mishloah Manot

The Kenneth & Marilynn (z”l) Friedman 
Family Jewish Learning Community 
(JLC) is a place where students actively 
engage weekly in thinking, acting, 
and connecting Jewishly, through 
a combination of ancient wisdom 
and modern methods. Together as a 
team, the students and staff connect 
history, holidays, traditions, and text to 
themselves and today’s world. Our goal 
is to create hungry learners…students 
who savor both the questions they ask 
and the answers they discover. I often 
say that an indicator of success in our 
school is not only when the students can 

answer the questions, but when they 
can also question the answers. Knowing 
many facts about Judaism is a wonderful 
start. Knowing how to apply them, utilize 
them, and bring them along in a variety 
of settings is where we set our sights.

One of the truly wonderful aspects 
of the JLC is the C…the Community. 
JLC is not only about the students 
who are enrolled, but their families as 
well. When families can learn together, 
the shared experience deepens and 
becomes more permanent. Family Camp 
is the centerpiece of our year, bringing 
together nearly 200 JLC members for 
a weekend of relaxed, intentional, and 

musical learning while soaking up the 
camp experience. Seeing parents and 
students alike beam with pride during 
a class-led Shabbat service or a special 
culmination creates indelible memories 
that endure and become meaningful 
milestones on Jewish journeys.

Through our Hebrew learning activities, 
we can truly see the intersection of 
tradition and modern education. I 
remember my own Hebrew School 
days, where we wrote and recited 
endless strings of letters and vowels, 
spending copious time forming sounds 
and eventually getting to actual 
reading and decoding. We are part of 
a growing movement called “Onward 
Hebrew,” which has identified that, in 
supplemental settings such as ours, the 
primary focus in the younger grades 
needs to be on spoken Hebrew, with 
decoding delayed until 3rd and 4th 
grade. This allows younger students, 
who are still developing mastery of 
their primary language, to be exposed 
frequently to Hebrew in ways that 
are developmentally appropriate and 
are aligned with primary language 
acquisition—sounds first, words later.

By increasing spoken Hebrew in 
all of the grades through Hebrew 
Through Movement (K-2), daily spoken 
Hebrew, music, and prayer, students 
are developing richer oral and aural 
vocabularies earlier, such that when 
they begin the decoding process and 
the development of visual fluency in 
3rd and 4th grade, it is the puzzle piece 
that completes the picture. Our Hebrew 
Extension program has grown this year 
from 19 to 30 students who participate 
in an extra hour of focused Hebrew 
instruction, using games, challenging 
activities, and a multi-modal approach. 
Their increased proficiency and comfort 
are evident, as well as their retention skills.
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One of the truly 
wonderful aspects 
of the JLC is the C…
the Community. JLC 
is not only about the 
students who are 
enrolled, but their 
families as well.

///Images 
around the JLC
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Adat Ari El's

Info on Sponsorships & Tickets Coming Soon!

3.8.20

Purim WorldPurim World

Another signature JLC program is the annual community 
Mishloah Manot fundraiser each Purim, which is made 
possible through the ongoing generosity of Harold 
and Amy Masor. Lots of people associate Purim with 
costumes and carnivals, but Purim has its own set of 
mitzvot and traditions that can bring a community 
together. Mishloah Manot (aka Shalach Manot, aka Purim 
Baskets) are gifts given to friends, family, and community 
members to celebrate Purim. Traditionally, they include 
at least two ready-to-eat foods (Hamentashen and 
another snack) as well as other items that enhance the 
gift and add to the joy of Purim. Our Mishloah Manot 
bags often come in a branded ADAT lunch bag or tote…
so that even when the contents are gone, you can keep 
the joy of the gift and the community all year long! It 
also allows us to provide something sustainable each 
year. When we send Mishloah Manot, every community 
member receives a bag with a customized card, letting 
them know from whom they have received greetings. We 
make ordering simple as well. With one click, you can 
send greetings to the entire Adat community or a single 
school for a flat price.

Veteran JLC families will also tell you that both packing 
and delivering the bags are highlights for them. Watching 
over 800 bags be assembled and sorted in two hours 
is mind-blowing. The stories that families share with us 
about making deliveries to congregants and surprising 
them with their bags is deeply heart-warming. Some 
families will even request the same delivery routes 
annually, to ensure that they can check in on some 
of their newfound friends. None of this is limited to 
the JLC families though. I invite anyone who wants to 
elevate their Purim this year to come and help us pack 
bags and deliver a route or two. There’s likely one in your 
neighborhood! All of this raises funds for the JLC so that we 
can provide the quality Jewish education experience, hire the 
right staff members, and continue to develop a community 
that embodies the values of Adat Ari El and creates proud 
confident Jews who will bring their Jewish identities and 
knowledge with them on their journeys.

>>>For additional information about the JLC, Mishloah 
Manot, or how you can get involved, please contact: 
Julee Levine, Director of Supplemental Education
JSnitzer@adatariel.org

THE ADAT ARI EL JLC PRESENTS 

CASINO
               

NIGHT

Save The Date 

2.8.20 

MONTE CARLO
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Adat Ari El Sisterhood invites you to the Torah Fund Dinner on 
Wednesday, January 29, 2020, at 6:30 p.m. in the Jacoby Social Hall to 
honor Julie Burg with the Chayai Olam Award and Marcia Fink with 
the Award of Special Recognition.  The Torah Fund Campaign raises 
funds for the Conservative institutions that educate our future rabbis, 
cantors, and other Jewish professionals.

Julie was born in Brooklyn, New York, 
the third of four children.  When 
Julie was seven, her family moved to 
Manalapan, New Jersey.  Julie’s family 
was actively involved in their local 
synagogue, Shaari Emeth, and her 
parents instilled a deep love of Judaism 
and Israel in all four of their children.

After graduating from Manalapan 
High School, Julie attended the State 

University of New York at Binghamton, where she graduated with 
a degree in accounting.   After college, Julie moved to Manhattan, 
where she worked for several years in public and private 
accounting.  Julie also continued her involvement in the Jewish 
community, assuming various leadership positions with the young 
professionals organization of the Jewish National Fund.

Julie met her husband, David, on a JNF mission to Israel in 1993.  
They married in 1996 and moved to Studio City to enable David to 
continue his law practice.

Julie and David have been blessed with three sons, Louis (18), 
Daniel (17), and Elliot (15).  Julie’s involvement with Adat Ari El 
began shortly after their first son, Louis, was born.  In addition 
to joining a Havurah, Julie attended Mommy and Me classes and 
then volunteered with the Early Childhood Center—and later with 
the Day School and ultimately Sisterhood.   Julie’s volunteer roles 
have included being a Room Representative, Magazine Drive Co-
Chair, Chanukkah Boutique Co-Chair, Sisterhood Membership VP, 
Sisterhood Financial Secretary, and Sisterhood President.  

After staying home to raise her children, Julie returned to  
part-time accounting with The Community Foundation of the 
Verdugos, a non-profit community foundation benefitting  
Glendale and surrounding cities.

Julie is the quintessential Hockey Mom, schlepping her three sons 
to innumerable practices, games, and tournaments near and far—
always cheering for them.  Julie joined her husband and children 
and became a die-hard Los Angeles Kings fan. She also enjoys 
reading, tennis, walking, and most recently—thanks to Susie Katz—
Mah Jongg.

We look forward to honoring Julie as the recipient of the Chayai 
Olam Award at the Sisterhood’s annual Torah Fund dinner.

Marcia grew up in Brooklyn 
and moved to Los Angeles 
when she was in Junior High 
School.  After college she was 
introduced to Fred when he 
was discharged from the Army.  
They have been married 
for 56 years; they have two 
daughters.  Marcia taught 
Business Education at Poly 
High in Sun Valley, and Fred 

worked with the first computer at Remington Rand.  Their 
first home was in Van Nuys where they met the Bialeck 
and Rieder families.

The Fink family joined Adat Ari El in 1973, and Marcia was 
eager to get involved in the Synagogue, to become part of 
the community.  When her daughters were in the Religious 
School, Marcia worked with Min Leonard preparing the 
weekly Kiddushim.  Then she joined Adat Ari El Sisterhood, 
which was a dynamic affiliate of the Women’s League 
Pacific Southwest Region.  On the Executive Board she 
was Vice-President of various departments and had the 
honor of serving as President on two occasions.

Marcia found working on the Synagogue Board was also an 
enriching experience.  She worked on the Gala Yearbooks, 
Fundraising, and co-chaired Irma Lee Ettinger’s Retirement 
Dinner with Judy Rosenbaum.  The night of the dinner the 
Dodgers were in the World Series, and Irma Lee was a die-
hard fan, so televisions were set up so no one missed the 
game. Popcorn and hot dogs were served, and the sell-out 
crowd had a great time.

During the last decade Marcia was in charge of the 
Sisterhood Service Department. Every week she did 
the shopping, arranged the dessert platters, and helped 
coordinate the B’nai Mitzvah Kiddushim.  Marcia has 
devoted herself to Adat Ari El and its Sisterhood, and we 
are grateful for her dedication and hard work.

She is most deserving of the Award of Special Recognition.

Torah Fund Dinner 2020
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$5.00 personal message
$4.00 name included on  group card

///Sisterhood Tribute Cards

Sign up online:  
adatariel.org/sisterhood

or email Susie Katz:  
skatz@dslextreme.com
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5450 Vesper Avenue • Sherman Oaks
ShermanOaksSeniorLiving.com • 818.245.5832

I n de p e n de n t & A s si s t e d L i v i ng •  m e mor y c a r e

 It’s not to say that dementia isn’t an 
emotional and challenging disease. 
 When you see the human instead of 
the disease you see life. You see history. 
You see achievements. You see family. 
You see love. And that’s how we see it 
at Village at Sherman Oaks.
 We can help you with the challenges 
you’re facing. Please call for 
a personal tour.

This is what memory 
care is all about.

NOW OFFERING MEMORY CARE

RCFE# 197608694

Cemetery  
Spaces Available 

Mount Sinai 
Hollywood Hills and 
Simi Valley & Eden 
Memorial Park 
Special Adat Ari El 
Membership Pricing

For more information 
contact Ernie Goodman: 
818.788.1420

///Parent/Grandparent & Me
Enrolling Now

Mondays: Grandparent and Me
9:30am-11:00am 
December 2, 9, and 16

Wednesdays: Sensory World
9:30am-11:00am
December 4, 11, and 18

Tuesdays: Beat Buds Weekly Jam 
3:30pm-4:30pm
Dates coming soon!

Thursdays: Infant Cuddles 
9:30am-11:00am
December 5 and 12

Wednesdays: Little Lattes Move and Play 
1:30pm-2:45pm
December 4, 11, and 18

Fridays: Shabbat Club 
9:30am -11:00am
December 6, 13, and 20

Please visit aaeecc.org for 
more info and individual class 
descriptions and to enroll today.

Hoop Du Jour!
Adat Ari El’s

Pickup Basketball

Tuesdays
8:00-10:00pm
Kaplan Sports Pavillion

For more info Contact: 
duncalazar5101@student.lvusd.org
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Winter@Adat Ari El
12.7.19 Synagogue Gala 7:30pm
Adat Ari El invites you as we honor Bruce Whizin and Spirit of 
Adat Award Recipients: Estee Copans and Joanna Mendelson. 
https://adatariel.org/gala19

12.14.19 Healing Service 10:00am
An opportunity for a calming, alternative way to connect to 
Shabbat and community, to create moments of spiritual, physical, 
or emotional healing in a welcoming and intimate space.  
https://adatariel.org/healing-service-5

12.17.19 All Schools Chanukkah Dinner 6:00pm
Come join us as we celebrate the festival of lights with games, 
art projects, music, and food.
adatariel.org/chanukkahdinner

12.20.19 N’ranena 6:00pm
A dynamic musical Shabbat experience. All are welcome, 
participation is highly encouraged! Purchase a hearty meat meal 
in advance and we will provide the Challah. Stay to hang out 
after services! Please do not bring a picnic dinner to this event.
https://adatariel.org/NranenaDec19

1.5.20 Engel Music Concert 2:00pm
Our annual Engel Chamber Music Concert presents the finest of 
musicians performing music from the classical repertoire. 
https://adatariel.org/Engel

1.12.20 Sunset Healing Service 7:00pm
A safe, friendly space away from the constant onslaught of the 
week, with plenty of mindfulness, meditation, music, and healing 
strategies for coping with tough realities. 
https://adatariel.org/sunset-healing-service-5

1.17.20 N’ranena 6:00pm
A dynamic musical Shabbat experience. All are welcome, 
participation is highly encouraged! We provide the challah, you 
bring a picnic dinner to eat and a dessert to share (dairy or non-
dairy as indicated) or purchase a meal in advance instead. Stay to 
hang out after services!
https://adatariel.org/NranenaJan20

1.25.20 Rosh Chodesh Kickoff 7:30pm
A special opening program celebrating Jewish women!
https://adatariel.org/RCKickoff

1.31.20 678 Shabbat 6:00pm
A compelling Shabbat in 3 parts—Tefillah, Dinner, and Program.
https://adatariel.org/678

2.1.20 Day School Annual Celebration 7:00pm
All are invited to join our Day School parent and alumni 
community for a fun night out as we celebrate our 
School’s rich history and vibrant culture. 
https://aaeds.org/ds-annual-celebration-0

2.2.20 Tefillin Wrap 9:30am
Jews throughout the world come together to learn 
about Tefillin and how they can enhance and deepen 
their prayer experience. 
https://adatariel.org/tefillin2020

2.8.20 Shabbat Shirah 9:30am
A lively musical celebration of our freedom during a 
special Torah reading of the Song of the Sea. 
https://adatariel.org/Shirah5780

2.8.20 JLC Casino Night 7:00pm
A night of fun and gaming to benefit the JLC 
community and programs.
https://aaejlc.org/jlc-casino-night

2.14.20 N’ranena 6:oopm
A dynamic musical Shabbat experience. All are 
welcome, participation is highly encouraged! We 
provide the Challah, you bring a picnic dinner to eat 
and a dessert to share (dairy or non-dairy as indicated) 
or purchase a meal in advance instead. Stay to hang out 
after services!
https://adatariel.org/NranenaFeb20

2.21.20 Winter Scholar-in-Residence Weekend
Mayim Bialik joins us for two evenings of fascinating 
insights into Judaism, Neuroscience, and Hollywood. 
https://adatariel.org/SIRMayimBialik

2.22.20 Healing Service 10:00am
An opportunity for a calming, alternative way to 
connect to Shabbat and community, to create moments 
of spiritual, physical, or emotional healing in a welcoming 
and intimate space.  
https://adatariel.org/healing-service-6

2.25.20 Rosh Chodesh Women’s Gathering 7:30pm
Share a female space in time with Sue Epstein, Jessica 
Yarkin, and special guests. Enjoy light refreshments 
and the opportunity to learn, sing, laugh, explore, and 
celebrate. 
https://adatariel.org/rosh-chodesh-gathering-2

D
ecem

ber

February

January

>>>For more complete and detailed program info please 
visit our website: adatariel.org
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Winter Tefillah Schedule

Saturday, 12.7.19
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel
Parshah & Torah reading:  Vayeitzei; 
Genesis 28:10-30:13
Darshan: Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard

Candle Lighting Times
12.06.19//4:25pm
12.13.19//4:26pm
12.20.19//4:29pm
12.27.19//4:33pm

Candle Lighting Times
1.03.20//4:38pm
1.10.20//4:44pm
1.17.20//4:51pm
1.24.20//4:57pm
1.31.20//5:04pm

Candle Lighting Times
2.07.20//5:11pm
2.14.20//5:18pm
2.21.20//5:24pm
2.28.14//5:30pm

Saturday, 12.14.19
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel 
Parshah & Torah reading:  Vayishlach; 
Genesis 32:4-33:20
Darshanit:  Jenna Turow

Saturday, 12.21.19
9:30 a.m., Sanctuary
B’nai Mitzvah:  Eliana and Gabriel Zebrack
Parshah & Torah reading:  Vayeishev; 
Genesis 37:1-36
Darshan:  Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard

Saturday, 12.28.19
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel
Parshah & Torah reading:  Mikeitz; 
Genesis 41:1-52
Darshan:  David Gruber

Saturday, 1.4.20
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel
Parshah & Torah reading: Vayigash; 
Genesis 44:18-45:27
Darshan: Steven Fox

Friday Night Kabbalat Shabbat Services begin at 6:oopm throughout Winter
N'ranena Services are noted below.

Saturday, 1.11.20
9:30 a.m., Sanctuary
Bat Mitzvah:  Ruby Berkowitz
Parshah & Torah reading:  Vay’chi; 
Genesis 47:28-48:22
Darshanit: Jenna Turow

Saturday, 1.18.20
9:30 a.m., Sanctuary 
Bat Mitzvah:  Rachel Nave
Parshah & Torah reading:  Sh’mot; 
Exodus 1:1 -2:25
Darshan: Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard

Saturday, 1.25.20
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel 
Parshah & Torah reading:  Va’eira; 
Exodus 6:2-7:7
Darshan:  Eric Bauman

Minchah Bat Mitzvah: Bianca Lesin

Saturday, 2.1.20
9:30 a.m., Sanctuary
B’nai Mitzvah:  Alina and Cameron Laaly
Parshah & Torah reading:  Bo; 
Exodus 10:1-11:3
Darshan:  Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard

Saturday, 2.8.20
9:30 a.m., Sanctuary
Bat Mitzvah: Katherine Klapach
Parshah & Torah reading:  B’shalach; 
Exodus 13: 17 – 15:26
Darshanit: Rabbi Jessica Yarkin

Saturday, 2.15.20
9:30 a.m., Sanctuary
Bat Mitzvah:  Abby Lieberman
Parshah & Torah reading:  Yitro; 
Exodus 18:1-27
Darshan:  Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard

Saturday, 2.22.20
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel
Parshah & Torah reading:  Mishpatim; 
Exodus 21:1-22:3
Darshan:   Andrew Polsky

Saturday, 2.29.20
9:30 a.m., David Familian Chapel
Parshah & Torah reading:  
Exodus; 25:1-40
Darshanit:  Rabbi Jessica Yarkin

December January February

Daily Minyan-Deiber Chapel 
Mornings: Monday-Friday 7:30am; Sundays & 
Holidays 9:00am

On the first Saturday of each 
month during the school year. 
For ECC-aged children at 
9:30am in the Deiber Chapel 
and concluding with snack and 
play time from 10:15-11:00 a.m.  

12.05.19
1.04.19
2.01.19

Tot Shabbat @ Adat

 ranena

3 Winter Opportunities:
12.20.19
1.17.20
2.14.20

13
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We gratefully acknowledge these thoughtful contributions to Adat Ari El donated in Fall 2019.
Giving

We encourage you to support Adat Ari El Operating and Endowment Funds to sustain us and help us thrive now and in 
the future. If you have named Adat Ari El in your will or would like to do so, please contact Eric Nicastro, Executive Director,  
(818) 766-9426, ext. 202, ENicastro@adatariel.org.  Please donate at www.adatariel.org/donate.
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Memorial Fund
  by Dorothy Simmons
  by Kathy Reynolds
  by Doris & Ernest Goodman

In Memory of 
Benjamin goodman, Harold 
Goodman, Leonard Goodman
  by Doris & Ernest Goodman
Mollie H. Bloom
  by Aaron Barlev
Galya Rimon Memorial 
  by Tova & Ehud Rimon
Uncle Henry Rosenfeld 
  by Adina Paritzky
Flora Paritzky 
  by Zorel Paritzky
Sol Beim 
  by Florine & Bernie Silverman
Dorit L. Smith 
  by Reha Salomon
Abraham & Sarah Schlesinger 
  by Diana Weinstein Nielson
William Berger 
  by Clarice Nebel
Ethel Bromberg 
  by Gail Jaffe & Michael Bromberg      
Adeline Tenenbaum 
  by Barbara Klein
Cecila Tarlow 
  by Serita & Hank Tarlow
Deborah Aguado 
  by Tema Levine
Galya Rimon
  by Ehud & Tova Rimon
Helen Nebel 
  by Clarice Nebel and Family
Lea Field, Jeff Wynn 
  by Jan & Ron Field
Louis Masler 
  by Annette Masler
Roz Teller 
  by Eric Bauman
Fay Soffman Buerner 
  by Patricia Bregman
Alex Chernoff 
  by Ellis Chernoff
Sidney Simmons 
  by Barbara Lazar
Milton Larry Plaut 
  by Stephanie Plaut
Milton Gurvis 
  by Grace & Ronald Koretz
Dina Davidovitz 
  by Gregory Mazler

Esther & Haim Friedman 
  by Martin Petrasek
Anita Jarmus 
  by Jarmus Family
Laura Levitan 
  by Berna & Peter Levitan
Laura Levitan 
  by Kathy Reynolds
Lillian Sigal 
  by Andrew C. Sigal
Betty Isovitz 
  by Fran & Stuart Jaffe
Ronald Alan  
  by Arnold Gittelson
Jean Koretz 
  by Grace & Ronald Koretz
Rita Strongin
  by Corey Strongin

Prayer Book Fund
  by Olga & Gary Abramson

In Memory of
Asher Kaufman 
  by Ida & Gerard Deprest
Daisy Berger 
  by Clarice Nebel and Family
Yitzhak Rothblum 
  by Lois & Rabbi Moshe Rothblum
Steven Newman
  by Rosalee & Gary Pechersky
Chava Minda Belfer 
  by Terry & Jeffrey Ellis

In Honor of
Cantor Judy Aranoff
  by Judith Katzburg

Endowment Funds
  by Esther Spector 

In Memory of 
Ronald Alan
  by Arnold Gittelson
Sylvia & Milton Weinstein, 
Emma & Julius Schlesinger 
  by Diana Weinstein Nielson 
Asher Kaufman 
  by David Gruber
Harry Labes 
  by Robert & Helyn Friedman
Burton Myron Gittelson 
  by Arnold Gittelson
Sylvia Shames 
  by Doris Goodman
Dorothy Friedman

   by Robert Friedman
Manuel Lieber & Edie Hertz 
  by Toni & Marc Hertz
Mitchell Gittelson
  by Arnold Gittelson

In Honor of 
David Burg
  by Alvin & Gwen Gilens

School Scholarship Fund 
  by Rosalind Porton
  by Tali Mekahel
  by Rae Berger
  by Pamela Tannenbaum

In Memory of
Isaac Enowitz 
  by May Kramer
Edith Picker 
  by Dr. & Mrs. Stanford Picker
Anita Zelen 
  by Bernice Z. Schimmel
Isaac Enowitz 
  by Carole & Phil Enowitz
Harold Mandel 
  by Dana & Gary Gordon
Sarah Weinstein 
  by Lois & Rabbi Moshe Rothblum 
Jean Simon 
  by Janice Chernoff
Julius Zelen 
  by Bernice Z. Schimmel
Louis Clapoff 
  by Gabrielle & Stephen Roseman
Rachel Funk 
  by Myron H. Funk
Ruth Tennenbaum 
  by Belle Miller
Sarah Einy 
  by Marla & Mark Gitig
Sofie Farsht
  by Grace & Ronald Koretz
Sophie Bialeck 
  by Helen & Sol Bialeck
Grace Johnson 
  by Irwin Goldring
Fae Hoffman Buckner 
  by Lynne Baker
Irving Abelson, Alan Wigoda 
  by Marcia Abelson
Thelma Gale 
  by Karen & Bruce Gale & Family

Jacob Hillel Stern
   by Lela & Norman Jacoby
Sarah Schwartz 
  by Marion Resnick
Milt Hurwitz 
  by Lynne Baker
Elka & Gersh Nagorsky,
Leonard Lepler 
  by Sophia Nagorsky
Joseph Farsht 
  by Grace & Ronald Koretz
Helen Zaret 
  by Marsha Nelson
Giselle Marr 
  by Ann & Alex Lauterbach
Albert Mendelson  
  by Serita Stevens Tarlow
Tilly Dauber 
  by Felice Resnick
Shirley Eig
  by Jessica Schairer
Beate Czarlinski 
  by Reha Salomon
Dorothy Schotland, David Whiteman
  by Sandy & Marvin Schotland
Sarah Zipperman
  by Grace & Ronald Koretz
Stanley Abrams
  by Paul Abrams & family
Myer Roseman 
  by Gabrielle & Stephen Roseman

Annual Campaign-Day School
  by Jeff Bernhardt

Annual Campaign-ECC
  by Zulma Sternberg
Recovery of illness of Jan Chernoff
  by Ellis Chernoff

Annual Campaign-General Fund
  by Evgenia Golub
  by Rae Berger
  by Lorin & Linda Fife
  by Daniel Rothblatt
  by R. Salomon
  by Michael Lutsen
  by Roslyn Hendlish Riboh
  by Stephen Weir
  by Janet Farber
  by Esther Spector
  by Roger Franklin
  by Herbert Zebrack
  by Jennifer Levins
  by Marsha Nelson
  by Reha Salomon
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  by Herbert Zebrack
  by Ilana & Zachary Roth
  by Natalie & Charles Altmann
  by Karen Frimkess Wolff
  by Daniel Rothblatt
  by Dr. Bernard & Florine Silverman
  by Toni Crapser
  by Barbara Ann Barschak & 
        Herbert Allen Glicksman
  by Louise Wasserman
  by Barbara Lazar
  by Anita Lee & Matthew Polsky

In Memory of 
Steven Newman 
  by Bridget & Dan Shycoff
Steve Newman 
  by William Lepler
Marcia & Jacob Tracht, 
Laura & Jules Levitan
  by Peter Levitan
Maria Vaynshtein, Zina, 
Marina, Sem, Idel, Lena  
  by Lyudmila Gutgarts
Gene S. Green 
  by Pamela Tannenbaum
Nathan & Esther Volk
  by Alexandra Levine
Steven Newman
  by Beatrice Richeimer
Louis & Bertha Parlosky
  by Ida & Gerard Deprest

In Honor of
Susie Katz
  by Barbara Samuels

Annual Campaign- Abe’s Tent
  by Toni Hertz
  by Hillary Oberstein
  by Benjamin Hoffman
  by Sara Goldman
  by Sharon Lieblein
  by Joel Waldman
  by Melissa & David Rothblum
  by Dorit Almany
  by Barbara Lazar
  by Merle Adelstein
  by Rina Carmel 
  by Sharon Gerber-Altschul

In Memory of 
Steven L. Newman 
  by Bridget & Dan Shycoff
Jack Green 
  by William Lepler
Jack Green 
  by Sol Zira

Jack Green 
  by Sheila Spiro
Helen Katz 
  by Carolyn & Lester Garfinkel

In Honor of
Amy & Harold Masor 
  by Jeffrey Herbst

Music Programming Annual 
Campaign
  by Zulma Sternberg
  
Cantor Judith Aranoff 
Discretionary Fund
  by Edward Hamerling

In Memory of
Ruth Ellen Carney
  by Michael Godfrey

In Honor of 
Cantor Judy Aranoff 
  by Judith Katzburg

Library Fund
In Memory of 
Isaac Enowitz 
  by Doris Valenza
Raymond Einy 
  by Marla & Mark Gitig
Simon Gardner
  by Alfred Gardner
Baruch Hersh Belfer
   by Terry & Jeffrey Ellis

Rabbi Jonathan Jaffe Bernhard 
Discretionary Fund
  by Nidia Mandel
  by Jake Davidson
  by Alfred Gardner

In Memory of
Asher Kaufman 
  by Ida & Gerard Deprest
Herb Zalkind 
  by Beverly Zalkind

In Honor of
Sheila & Norman Lane
  by Lynne Jacob 

Rabbi Jessica Yarkin 
Discretionary Fund
  by Richard Weisinger
  by Benjamin Tillis
  by Cindy & Ronald Olch
In Memory of

Asher Kaufman 
  by Ida & Gerard Deprest
Harry Silver 
  by Rabbi Deborah Silver

College Outreach Fund
In Memory of
Asher Kaufman 
  by David Gruber
Steve Newman 
  by William Lepler

Operation Backpack Fund
  by Toni Hertz
  by Jennifer Shmidt
  by Hillary Oberstein
  by Flynne Weingarten
  by Zulma Sternberg
  by Sara Goldman

Shabbat Kiddush Fund
  by Doris & Ernest Goodman
  by Jill & Martin Lasker

In Memory of
Dave & Abe Menashe
  by Esther Spector

Music Fund
  by Nickie & Mike Godfrey

In Memory of
Barry Eugene Bialik
  by Beverly Bialik

Camp & Israel Funds
  by Carol & Jac Stulberg

Supplemental Education Fund
In Memory of
Dr. Jack Genesove 
  by Ronald & Cindy Olch
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BazaarBazaar
Save the Date

2.1.202.1.20

An Evening at theAn Evening at the

The 3rd Annual  
Labowe Family Day School 
Celebration presents

Adat Ari El 12020 Burbank Boulevard  •  Valley Village, CA 91607  •  818.766.9426  •  adatariel.org

All Schools  

Chanukkah  
Dinner

Adat Ari El’s Day School, ECC,  & JLC
present our annual

Tuesday, December 17 
6:00 p.m.
Come join us as we celebrate the 
festival of lights with games, art 
projects, music, and food. 

Russell Hall & Farber Auditorium

$20 Adults//$15 Kids

RSVP Required by December 10: 
adatariel.org/chanukkahdinner

W

The Rose & Edward Engel Music Commission Presents

Adat Ari El’s 26th Annual 

Engel Chamber Music 
Concert
Featuring David Kaplan and Friends

Sunday, January 5, 2020
2:00 p.m.
Admission is free.
Reservations are requested. 
 
Please RSVP: adatariel.org/engel

Reception with light refreshments to follow


